Mechanical
Repair Coverage
As your vehicle gets older and miles add up, will you be able
to afford the repairs you need to keep your car on the road?

MRC Can Help Limit the Cost of Auto Repairs
You depend on your car. But big unexpected repairs can happen after your
factory warranty expires. Mechanical Repair Coverage (MRC) can help you limit
the cost of any breakdowns. You pay only the applicable deductible, if any.
MRC can help lighten the financial burden for you and the people you care about.
Get MRC today so you can worry a little less about tomorrow.

Repairs can be expensive!§

Benefits of Mechanical Repair Coverage
The miles can add up, but the repair costs don’t have to!
 Limit repair costs to your deductible, if any.
 Choose your deductible: $250, $100, or Zero. 1
 Rental reimbursement of up to $35 per day for up to 5 days. 2
 Emergency roadside assistance of up to $100 per use, which includes
towing, battery assistance, jumpstart, fluid delivery, flat tire assistance, and
lockout service.*
 Travel reimbursement of up to $500 for food, lodging, and rental. 3
 Good at any authorized repair facility in the US or Canada.
 No out of pocket expenses, except your deductible.
 MRC is transferable when you sell your vehicle privately.
 Cancel MRC for a full refund within 60 days of enrolling. 4

Talk to a Financial Services Officer
for more details about or to add MRC!

$500 deductible not available in California. 2 Or up to 10 days
for parts delay. 3 Only when breakdown or collision occurs over
500 miles from home; Not available in KY or NY. 4 Full refund
available only if coverage is unused in the first 60 days; If used,
refund is pro-rated. § Actual costs may vary by vehicle year,
make, & model. Prices based on specific manufacturer-suggested
labor & component repair prices for a representative sample of
2013 Asian, Domestic, & European vehicles as reported by a
nationally-recognized labor/time publication.
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As your vehicle gets
older, the risk and cost
of repairs increases.

